Pittsburgh REIA Newsletter – February 2021
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, February 16th

Join us Online
Main Meeting:
7:00 – 8:00 Taking over the mortgage of someone who is about to lose their house to sheriff sale –
with Josh Caldwell

Follow this Link to the Meeting: https://www.gotomeet.me/joshcaldwell2
You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (646) 749-3122
Access Code: 228-342-597

(link goes live at 6:40pm and meeting begins at 7:00pm)
Logistics:
Online Club Calendar – Keep track of upcoming sub-group meetings and club activities by viewing the
calendar on the PittsburghREIA.com website. Find it under the Events tab.
Stay Connected – during this unprecedented time of social distancing, several of the REIA subgroups will
be meeting online, watch your email or the website for details.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
https://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is a compilation of some of the month’s articles and news …
The complete content can be found on our website at
https://pittsburghreia.com/quarantine-updates/
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Upcoming Events
Let me start off by wishing you all Happy Valentine’s Day.
There will not be a creative finance meeting this Sunday (2/14).
This Tuesday the 16th at 7 PM I am going to teach an online class about how to buy houses with no
money by taking over the mortgage of someone who is about to lose their house to sheriff sale. The
title sucks, but the class should be fantastic.
We all know that COVID and out state’s reaction to it has caused massive economic damage. We also
know that lots of people have lost their jobs. Some of those people are going to lose a house to
foreclosure. We can help those people. I will teach you how. HIINT- it is very profitable to be in the
helping business during times of economic chaos. The news will report this as a massive loss of wealth.
In reality it will be a massive transfer of wealth. What doesn’t transfer to us real estate investors will
transfer to the banks, and we can’t let that happen.
I am so firmly convinced that a foreclosure crisis is brewing that I am going to expand on this thought in
the March REIA meeting, and we might even do an all-day seminar on a Saturday to cover this topic.
Lastly, I have a meeting set up next week with a group that helps landlords mitigate tenant disputes. I
suspect that this will help a few people here

Potential Scam Warning
This came in from a REIA member.
Hey Josh,
So below is the outline of the events; hopefully some other real estate investors can learn some of the
lessons from this that will help them in the future. I will keep the name of the buyer and the closing
company out of this (there’s still a 0.1% chance they are legit), but if anyone is working with the
company out of Michigan, please have them contact me.
I was wholesaling two properties in Duquesne when I was contacted by a buyer from Dearborn, MI. The
guy sounded professional on the phone, he asked the right questions (condition, taxes, etc) and was
seemingly familiar with Jordan Tax Services. He agreed to buy the house that needed work, but i saw
two red flags:
1) He didn’t have local boots on the ground, and it seems that he wasn’t very interested in seeing the
property himself.
2) He wanted to close VERY quickly (two days), and wanted to do it though his friend’s closing company
in Michigan. He just needed all the documentation and routing and account numbers for the wire
transfer.
I looked up the guy and his closing company (google is a good place to start) and wanted to see his
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profile on Linkedin. He claimed that his company has been in business for 8 years and the closing
company was around for 7. I found his company on a general business site, and it had two reviews (one
was threatening to sue him); the closing company couldn’t be found at all, and the gentlemen who was
running it (his friend) owned another title company. That company had only one google review (in
seven years of doing business). His friend did have a Linkedin profile, but without a picture and with
only a couple of contacts.
The seller has shared my suspicions and wanted me to make the deal only under the condition that the
buyer will pay with a certified check. I had a chance to call the buyer’s friend (and closing company
owner), who said that they can certainly pay by checks, but that was the last conversation I had with the
buyer, who never returned my calls after that.
There may be a slight chance that the guy was a legit buyer, who just got upset that i didn’t trust him
and he cut off the communication, but more likely they didn’t see any point of proceeding when it
became clear that the seller will not provide her bank account info (which is, supposedly, a public info,
according to the buyer!).
So if the guy wants to buy the house that he’s not interested in seeing, wants your bank account info
and wants to close as quickly as possible, it would be a good idea to find out more info on him.

Oak Floating Flooring available
Good afternoon JoshI am helping a friend sell his flooring.
He has 1000 Sq Ft of Oak floating flooring and will be taking it up in the next 2-3 week and would like to
sell for $1.50 sq ft or best offer.
He is located in the Robinson area. This would be great for an investment rehab.
Could you please send to the group and they can email me with any questions. carlbaker@comcast.net
Regards,
Carl Baker
carlbaker@comcast.net
412-600-4580
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Another scam report – Be careful
Josh,
I have had a similar suspect situation with a rental contract. An individual, claiming to be from the
Philippines, sent a certified check drawn on a Texas bank, in an amount well over what I was asking to
cover first month & security. He asked that I cash the check and return the overage to a differing
address so that his daughter could purchase an airplane ticket to fly from the Philippines to the U.S. and
live in said apartment. I took the check to my bank. The manager said that it looked legit. Knowing
better, I simply held on to it. Lo and behold, (possibly because of my inaction), a week later, another
check arrived with an even greater amount, followed by an email requesting a repeat of the prior
scenario, (with instruction to simply keep the first check, because of my trouble!). My response was
that the apartment was already rented and that if he wanted his checks returned he should contact the
local community Police Department and pick them up there. I did not deposit or keep the checks. I
gave them to my local bank’s fraud department. I have not heard from anyone regarding this matter,
which occurred in August 2017.
Andy Kosmach, Manager
Nehemiah Homes LLC

Handyman for hire
Andrew Sanderbeck can do a lot of things, if you need a handyman, he is looking for extra work You can
contact him by phone at 412 720 4357

7 Ways to Flip Houses With No Money
by Mike LaCava
Newbie real estate investors often ask how to flip houses with no money. And to them, it might feel like
a stupid question: There’s no way you can get started flipping houses without at least a little money of
your own… right?
True—to a degree. Investing in real estate is easier with money. But you can indeed flip houses with no
money. It’s not even as hard as you might think—even if you’re a new investor. You just need a little bit
of hutzpah, the courage to escape your comfort zone, and an understanding of how to start.
How to Flip Houses With No Money Down
Flipping houses without funding projects yourself involves using other people’s money (also called
“OPM”) to fully finance your deals. A lender extends a loan to you to purchase and rehab the property,
and you repay them the initial loan amount plus interest.
However, traditional banks and lenders rarely extend a loan covering both the property and rehab. So
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where do you find OPM for flipping homes?
1. Real estate investor partners
One of the simplest ways to start investing with no money is to find a partner with money. Think about
close friends, business associates, co-workers, relatives, business owners, or even another real estate
investor or rental property owner.
If you can’t think of anyone off the top of your head, then start thinking about the people you see on a
regular basis. This may include:
Anyone in your network with a successful business
Your doctor or your dentist
Your attorney
Anyone who invests in the stock market
Ideally, you ask the partner for the money to finance the deal and you to do all the legwork. In this
simple arrangement, the two of you will split the profits 50-50. Your partner reaps the financial rewards
of the deal by chipping in the money but not the time.
When you first enter the house flipping business, it may be tempting to create a formal partnership right
away. We recommend holding off for now. Many real estate investment partnerships succeed wildly,
but just as many go down in flames. As an amateur home flipper or new investor, remain independent
until you have a business plan and the flipping know-how needed to attract a solid partner.
PRO TIP: Real estate investors of any sort can make great partners, but investors already flipping homes
will likely be even better. A veteran home flipper brings both money and experience to the table.
To attract an experienced investor, figure out first what value you add to the deal. Maybe you have the
deal-finding know-how or a long list of contacts. Utilize all your skills and exhaust all your options.
2. Hard money lenders
Another great source of funding for a rehab deal is a hard money lender. Hard money lenders lend at a
very high interest rate—and usually charge points on top of that. But on the plus side, they tend to care
less about whether you have good credit and instead focus on the property’s potential—specifically, the
after-repair value (ARV).
This source of OPM can be especially useful if the property can be rehabbed and sold quickly—requiring
only a short-term loan. Like any other kind of loan, the shorter you hold the loan, the less you pay in
interest. The longer you hold the property, the more you pay.
Hard money interest typically ranges between 14 and 20 percent—often with four to six points on top of
that—so pay off these loans quickly. While hard money lenders can be a great starting place, there are
certainly better sources of funding with better rates.
For example, if you borrow $100,000 from a hard money lender at 16 percent and it takes six months
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from start to finish for repayment, your interest charges would be $8,000. And if you are required to pay
points on top of that, it’ll be an even higher price—four points equals an additional $4,000, for a grand
total of $12,000 in interest charges!
If you hold the flipped property only half that time, your interest charges would be $6K as opposed to
$12K. This is why hard money is solely preferable for properties you know you can flip quickly.
3. Private money lenders
Private money lenders are perhaps the best source of funding for no-money deals. They’re just regular
people, like family members, friends, and acquaintances, who want to invest.
Sometimes, these individuals aren’t actively seeking investment opportunities—they just have money
sitting around that they may be open to investing if you ask. Private money lenders might have money in
banks, IRAs, 401(k)s, mutual funds, or even an abundance of home equity in their home.
Because you can typically negotiate better interest rates, private money lenders are preferable to hard
money lenders. With private money lenders, you can control terms and interest rates more often
because you set the rules and rates… not the lender.
Offer private money lenders a high enough interest rate to entice them to invest. The rate must be
lucrative enough to make it worthwhile and fair enough for you to make a profit—even in the worstcase scenario.
Consider finding out the returns from their other investments, then beat that number. When the stock
market performs erratically, lending to a flipper with a guaranteed rate of return is attractive.
4. Wholesaling to other flippers
Wholesaling allows investors to make money from real estate without ever taking ownership. Sounds
great for flipping houses, right?
Real estate investors looking to wholesale properties must find properties worth flipping and get them
under contract. You negotiate the terms with the seller, such as closing costs and purchase price. Next,
you find a house flipping investor to actually purchase the property and complete the rehab.
Wholesalers make money based on the spread they negotiate between the deal and the amount the
buyer is willing to pay. Alternatively, wholesalers can make money based on a fixed price of the final
sale—i.e., when the flipper sells to the end buyer. This could range from 5 to 10 percent. You don’t take
ownership of the property or do any rehab yourself, making wholesaling an easy way to start flipping
homes without any money.
Wholesale successfully by building up a group of investors or contacts interested in flipping houses.
Then, your job is done after negotiating a deal with the seller. The investor handles the closing and
rehab.
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5. Crowdfunding your flip
Crowdfunding is when a group of individuals collectively finance a loan. These lenders—aka investors—
each contribute a small amount of the needed funds. In return, they earn interest on top of repayment.
This method can be time-consuming when it comes to raising money. However, some specialty
crowdfunding real estate websites may pre-fund a deal.
One downside to crowdfunding: you have a limited ability to negotiate. However, in some cases, you can
avoid a down payment.
6. Seller financing
When traditional lenders or other creative financing options aren’t available, consider seller financing.
With this method, the property’s seller finances the purchase. You won’t need to qualify for financing
(i.e., have a good credit score) or exhaust your network of private lenders.
Investors can search for available properties with optional seller financing or find a fix-and-flip
opportunity and reach out to the owner to see if they’re interested in financing. Yes, seller financing
might require a down payment but often a smaller one than conventional mortgages or traditional
lenders require.
What’s even better, you may be able to avoid paying commissions to real estate agents by dealing
directly with the seller.
7. Traditional banks
Yes, banks do lend money—sometimes even to real estate investors! If you have a good relationship
with a banker or your bank, they may offer a workable loan for flipping a house or funding your
investment.
Don’t walk into a bank thinking, “There’s no way they’ll ever give me a loan.” Then you’ve already lost.
Although traditional bank loans are more time-consuming and challenging to acquire, they are an option
if you have a solid business plan and you are confident in your ability to turn a nice profit.
Where to Find Investors for House Flipping
Your first task, if you want to flip houses with no money: get off the couch and get out there! Order
some business cards and start networking.
Immerse yourself in the local real estate market. Surround yourself with people already doing what you
want to be doing, such as fellow real estate investors and flippers.
The people you meet at networking events are usually some of the best possible partners—as well as
potential new investors. Absorb as much real estate investment information from these new friends as
you can.
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Here’s where to find them:
Your local REIA (Real Estate Investors Association)—or form your own
Real estate investor meetings advertised on Meetup.com or the BiggerPockets Forums
Your local Chamber of Commerce, Business Networking International chapter, and other community
organizations
Volunteering at a local charity.
Don’t wait for opportunities to come to you. Instead, learn the house flipping business, actively acquire
the know-how, and go find investors on your own.
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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